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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
.-
Purpose ot the Study. The purpose ot this study 
ia to survey the undergraduate Student Teaching programs 
in English in forty-five colleges and universities in 
Now Jngland in the following areas: 
1. The supervision ot Student Teaching in 
English; 
2. The year and semester in which Student 
Teaching in English is given; 
3. The number or undergraduate students 
enrolled in Student Teaching in English 
in 1956-1957; 
4. The number of clock houra and credits 
required in Student Teaching in English; 
5. The time arrangement tor Student Teaching 
in English; 
6. The letter grade, semester hour credita 
and specific courses in English and 
Education prerequisite to Student Teaching 
in EngliahJ 
7. The frequency ot previous contact with 
children as a prerequisite to Student 
Teaching in Engliah; 
a. The frequency or other criteria as 
prerequisite to Student Teaching in 
English; and 
9. The form ot recognition accorded to the 
cooperating teacher. 
Justification. No previous study has been made or 
the undergraduate requirements for Student Teaching in 
English in Bew England. Therefore, there is a definite 
need tor a regional study. 
2 
Scope and Limitations. This study surveys all liberal 
arts colleges, schools or education and teachers colleges 
in New England that schedule a course in Student Teaching 
in English in the secondarJ school. This study is limited 
to those colleges and universities that are accredited by 
state or regional accrediting agencies and prepare 
undergraduates to be teachers or English in the secondary 
school (grades 7 - 12). 
This study surveys only the required courses in 
English and Education prerequisite to Student Teaching 
and is also limited to an examination of the information 
appearing in the returned questionnaire. 
Bo attempt is made to evaluate the total program 
tor the preparation or teachers of English but this study 
does attempt to evaluate the general, quantitative, 
qualitative and specific requirements in Education and in 
English and the time arrangement tor Student Teaching in 
light or the recommendations or leaders in the field. 
Since only tour teachers colleges in New England 
conduct laboratory schools on the secondary level, this 
survey will be concerned primarily with orr-campus Student 
Teaching. 
3 
The status of the cooperating teacher in the ott-campus 
school is a subject that has been receiving more attention 
in recent years, "It student teaching is done in oft-campus 
public schools, granting profeaaional rank is a difficult 
problem, but salary, teaching load and other responsibilities 
and privileges are not beyond the administrative responsibility 
!I 
ot the college." The official recognition granted by 
the university or college to the cooperating teacher 1s 
examined in this study, 
Summary, In order to iaprove the quality of student 
teaching in English in the secondary school, it is necessary 
to survey the requirements and the tiMa errangement for 
Student Teaching in English. To insure better supervision 
ot student teachers it is necessary to improve the status 
ot the cooperating teacher, This study endeavors to survey 
existing conditions. 
i/K8rmet A, Cook, Kay L. Wilt and Mildred Y, 
feachii!I) in the Seconder{ School, William C, 
Dubuque, Iowa, 1954, p. 64. 
Wotter, 
Brown Company 
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DEF'IIIfi'l'IONS 
The following definitions have been selected from the 
ll Dictionary ~ Education in order to clarify the terms 
used in this study. 
SUBJECT TERMS 
Course. Organized subject matter in which instruction 
is offered within a given period of time, and tor which 
credit toward graduation or certification is usually given. 
Curriculum. May be the systematic group of courses or 
sequences or subjects required for graduation or certifica-
tion in a major field or study. Curriculum may also be 
interpreted as a general over-all plan of the content or 
specific materials of instruction that the school should 
otter the student by way of qualifying him for graduation 
or certification or for entrance into a professional or 
vocational field. Curriculum may be used to designate a 
body of prescribed educative experiences under school 
supervision with provision for giving the student the best 
posaible training and experience to fit him for society 
of which he is a part, or to qualify him tor a profession 
or a trade. 
Eduo•~ion Course. A oourse of study in a university 
or liberal arts college that is designed to give preparation 
in one or more phases of such professional content as the 
understanding of the pupil's growth and development, the 
psychology of learning, the history and development of 
educational institutions, the teaching, aupervision, or 
administration of schools, the objectives, content, methods, 
and outcomes of instruction, guidance, the methods end 
conclusions of educative research, or the professional and 
welfare problema of the teacher. 
Elective. (2) higher education. AnJ of a number of 
studies from which the student is allowed to select. 
!/darter v. Good, Dictionarz of Education, McGraw-Hill 
"Bolak. Comp~, llew.,Yor]J, 1945. 
Maior - departmental. The group of courses selected 
from a epartmentls offerings and sometimes from related 
departments, as a requirement for specialization in 
preparation for teaching in that area or as professional 
preparation for graduation or certification. 
Methods Course. (1) A course in how to teach a 
particular subJect; sometimes called a special methods 
course; (2) A course in general classroom procedure that 
may be used in teaching aDJ subject; sometimes called a 
general methods course. 
5 
Reiuired Course. AI~ course or subJect of study 
require of all pupils or students enrolled in a particular 
curriculum. 
Semester Credit Hour. A unit for expressing quantitatively 
the content of a course at the level of higher education. 
STUDENT TEACHING 
Critic Teacher. A teacher who is a member of the starr 
of a laboratory or affiliate4 school and who has as one or 
his major responsibilities the supervision or student teaching. 
(The term is gradually being replaced bJ other designations 
especially "supervising teacher.") 
~~~~~~~~~~;iiS~An: off•oampUS teacher in an 
affil1 in the supervision and 
evaluation of studen~ te~ohing. 
Director of Student feaohiag. The supervisory or 
administrative head or teacher preparing work done in campus 
demonstration or laboratory schools or in oft-campus 
affiliated schools. 
Director ot Teacher Education. The supervisory or 
administrative head or the depar£ment or college responsible 
tor the complete program relating to the professional 
education of teachers; sometimes referred to as dean or 
chairman of the department. -
student Teacher. One who is acquiring practical teaching 
experience and sil11 under the guidance of a critic teacher 
or other supervisor in the special laboratory or practice 
school ot a teacher-training institution or in the clasus 
ot a public or private school; usually an advanced student 
who has had no other teaching experience. 
Student Teaching. Observation, participation, and 
actual teaching done by a student preparing for teaching 
under the direction of a supervising teacher or general 
supervisor; part of the pre-service program offered b7 a 
teacher-education institution. 
Student Teaching • Oft-Campus. Student teaching 
activities carried on in affiliated or cooperating 
schools that are not on the campus of an institution 
engaged in preparing teachers. 
TYPES OF SCHOOLS 
Liberal Arts. An institution of higher learning that 
maintains a four-year curriculum leading to the bachelor's 
degree, with a central prograa of liberal arts and, in 
many oases, with one or two closely associated professional 
schools such as schools of music or fine arts; or it may be 
one of the maJor divisions of a university, comprising the 
various departmentscoffering the liberal arts or non• 
professional subjects. 
It may be referred to as Arts College, College of 
Arts and Sciences, Literature, and Art. 
Collefe of Education. A teacher•prepariQb institution 
offering a ieaat a .!oin:=year program of studr at the 
conclusion of which a baccalaureate degree is awarded; or 
it may be an independent institution or one of the colleges 
or scnools of a university. 
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State Teachers College. A teacher-preparing institution 
supported by a state to train elementary and secondary-school 
teachers through a four-year curriculum. (The four•year 
curriculum leads to a standard bachelor's degree or to 
professional degrees of baccalaureate ranking.) 
CHAPTER II 
REVI:Ji.W OF RELA'fED RESEARCH 
Student Teaching is the heart of the teacher-preparation 
prograa because here theorr and practice meet • 
•••• .ll'o aaount of knowledge of his subject can 
do for a young teacher what supervision under 
a coap.etent and friendly aaster of the art of 
teaching can do for hia. .ll'or can a~ theoretical 
understanding of edue~tion take the place of 
supervised practice.l/ 
Pre-student teaching experiences. Moat programs of 
teacher preparation have been developed as a gradual 
introduction to the probleas of student teaching. 
Adaas and Dickey believe that: 
••• If the prospective teacher is to gain the 
broader point of view necessal'J for successful 
teaching it would seea advisable to create 
opportunities to develop sociological and 
psychological insights, a knowledge of procedures 
of teaching and nu.eroua other abilities and 
akills. Although it is extreaely iaportant that 
these ak1lla aDd understandings be closely 
interrelated, still it is virtually iapoaaible 
to crowd the developaent of all of th .. into o/ 
one seaeater or even one year of college work.~ 
C and Graduate School of Educat 
Maaaachusetta, Harvard University Preas, 
2/Harold P. Adaaa and Frank G. Dickey, Baaic Princi~les of 
rtudent Teaching, Aaerican Book Coapa~, lew fork,956, P• 2. 
Cook, Wilt and Wofter state that: 
•••• laboratory experiences prior to student 
teaching, while not an actual part of it, 
are vital to significant professional growth 
and development. Professional and academic 
programs prior to student teaching ahould be 
organized and developed in such a way as to 
provide prospective teachers with fundamental 
understandings of the interests, needs and 
background of the age groups with which they 
will work during student teA.ching •. !/ 
Many opportunities present themselves to prospective 
student teachers in club work, church work, social work 
and camp work • 
•••• Recant developments in teacher education 
programs indicate that pre-student teaching 
experiences are now considered to be of far 
more importance than they were in the past. 
In fact, preparatory experiences are considered 
to be so significant that many institutions are 
revising their entire programs; prospective 
teachers now engage in laborat'ory experiences 
which amplify understanding of the different 
aspects of teaching before they come to the 
student teaching program.&/ 
Nevertheless, a survey conducted by the Association 
for Student Teaching in 1951 found that laboratory 
experiences other than Student Teaching were relatively 
unoo111110n. Only one student stated than an evaluation 
!/kermet A. Cook, May L. Wilt and Mildred Y. Wofter, 
~· ~·• P• 148. 
,YBarold ?. Adams and Frank G. Dickey, ~· ill•• P• 16. 
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of these experiences had entered into his admission to 
!I Student Teaching. 
General requirements tor admission to Student f•aching• 
What criteria then are aost co.-only used for determining 
admission to Student Teaching? In 1951 a questionnaire was 
sent by the Association tor ltudent Teaching to two hundred 
and torty-tive teachers colleges and schools of education 
on the accredited list ot the Aaerican Association of 
Colleges tor Teacher ¥ducation. One hundred and thirty-
nine replies were received ot which one hundred and twenty-
five were completed. This survey included institutions 
which prepare teachers on both the eleuntary and secondary 
levels. The results indicate~ that the factors upon which 
admission to Student Teaching are based are: 
Per cent reportiDI use 
65 
65 
51 
Factors 
Scholastic rank in education 
courses 
Scholastic rank in major 
teaching field 
JUdgment of the director of 
student teaching 
Physical examination 
Judgment ot aelllbera ot the 
faculty 
37 
34 
32 
24 
24 
18 
Character 
Social uturitJ 
Teat or apeaking ab1lit;y 
JUdgment or selection 
ooad'vtee 
Personal appearance 
Sucoeaa in previous 
ex.perienoe with children 
10 
10 Soorea on teaching aptitude 
teat 
10 !I Score on peraonalit;y teat 
Tbia data indicates that the heaYieat eaphaa1a is placed 
on academic readineaa. Re1ative1J little eaphas1a ia 
placed on teat scorea. 
The academic ratings required ror admission to student 
Teaohillb varied troa nona to !• with a grade-point average 
or c being reported in eightJ-two or the one hundred and 
-
twentJ-rive oases. In another aurve;y the a1n1•a• grade-
point average required in proteaaional and aoadeaic courses y 
tor admission to Student Teaching was determined to be 1.0. 
1/dbiriotte w. JUnge, "Readiness tor 
~apter III, 
the Aaaociat 
Student Teaching,• 
1951 Yearbook ot 
So Malter and 
College, Look Tr07 L. Stearne, editors, State Tea,chtara 
Haven, Pa., P• 31. 
2/John E. Sandi, •ott-caa:pua Student Teaching P:ractioea 
~e Hundred and Twelve Inatitutlona," Education, (JUne, 
731636-64.4. 
in 
1953)' 
Sands believes that, 
•••• there is no general 8sreement among authorities 
in the field of student teaching concerning bases 
tor student teacher selection •••• the selection of 
student teachers on the basis of prognosis variables 
is still in the explorat~ry stage •••• no personality 
test hae yet appeared that is a val!d me~sure of 
the traits of personality round in a successful 
teacher. 1/ 
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Courses in Education required tor admission to Student 
Teaching• The survey conducted by the Association for 
Student Teaching found that the courses most generally 
required prior to Student Teaching are1 
Child Growth and Development 
Educational Psychology 
Principles of Teaching 
Special Methods 
Curriculum Development 
Tests and Measurements ~ 
In the survey conducted by Sands, Educational Psychology 
was listed by seventy•6ne teacher-training institutions 
(92.2 per cent); Methods ot Teaching was listed by 
sixty-five institutions '84.4 per cent); Principles 
of Education was listed by sixty institutions (77.9 per 
cent); Adolescent PsychologJ w~s listed by forty-nine 
institutions (63.3 per cent); and Observation was 
listed by sixteen institution& (20.8 per cent). These 
yib!d. 
~Charlotte w. Junge, £2• !!!•• p. 32. 
studies do not differentiate between elementary and 
secondary school teacher-prepar~.ion. They indicate a 
wide variety in the professional courses prerequisite for 
ll 
admission to Student Teaching. 
Some relationship seeme to exist between the OO'.U'Se:! 
12 
required in Education and state certification requirements. 
Commonly there are requirements in the areas 
of educational paycholoSJ including guidance 
and mental healthJ the history and philosoph)' 
of education; curriculum, general methods and 
orientation to teaohingJ and special methods 
and practice teaching. Courses in testa and 
measurement, professional organization and 
ethics, teaching materiala and audio-visual 
instruction, record maintenance, administration 
and supervision, and othJ~s may be elected or 
required in so .. states.!! 
Searles states that: 
•••• to try to determine an absolutely ideal 
set of requirements would be rash indeed •••• 
but with the addition or classroom practice, 
I believe that work 1n psychology, orientation 
to teaching and .. thoda will give our students 
as much or the essential professional knowledge 
about teaching as any course can. I ahould like 
each or these areaa to be represented by only one 
course, it possible, to prevent the duplication 
and contusion caused bJ the proliferation ot 
electives. I am well satisfied when I see in 
the list or state requirements a notation li~e 
the following: ''Measurement 1s included in the 
Y3ohii I. Sanda, .22• .!!:!• 
2/John R. Searles, "The Professional Education or the 
~eschar or English," College §gglish, (March, 1957) 1 
18:298. . 
~' 
baaio course.• That is where I think it should 
be included, along with aateriala or teaching, 
audio-visual aida, record keeping, curriculum 
and gensral methode.!/ 
Searles tavora a f1ttp-year program in which students may 
take speoiali~ed ooursea 1n lduoation. 
Grommon thinks that the potential Engliah teapher 
ahould be required to take the following professional 
oouraea: 
Hiator,r of the Secondary School 
Bduoational Sooiologr 
Educational PaycholoSJ 
Observation 
Methode of Teach!qg Bngliah in the Secondary School 
Student Teach1na!/ 
Deapite the apparent divergence ot theae two pointe 
13 
or view there ia some agreeaeat concerning tha courses in 
Education wbioh abould be ra~ired for tbe potential teacher 
of Eng!iah. Beverthaleas, ODe of tbe greateat problema 
confronting aodern educator• ia tbe placement or apeoialiaed 
ooursea in Education 1n tbe college curriculum. Ma.tq amell 
liberal arta collegea teal tbet; ~.~~liab maJor ia not 
. ~--~ a training tor a apeoi!ic vocation, and that their primary 
function is not teacher training. Perbapa one anawer to 
this dileama lies in tbe tift~·yesr progrEaa that are now 
!/!6Jl. 
2/Altred H. GroJaOn, "Preparing 'l'eaobera ot English to 'l'eacb 
All tbe Children or All tbe People," College Enslish, 
(March, 1955), l6:356-S55. 
Jf!be Boston College Bulletin, November, 1956, 28:453. 
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being developed in some colleges and universities. 
11 
Such 
programs are in operation at y the University of Connecticut, 
Mic~igan State College, and 
_.§/ the University of Southern 
California. 
Courses in !nglian required tor admission to Student 
teaching• Al~hough studies have been made of course 
requirements in English prerequisite for degrees and tor 
I 
certification, the writer has found no previous study ot 
the course requirements in Bngliah that are prerequisite to 
Student Teaching. However, some agreement exists concerning 
courses which should be required for prospective teachers 
of English. 
As early as 1935, Hatfield recommended: 
Freshman Composition and the Essentials of 
Speaking 
Oral Reading 
Advanced Composition 
Public Speaking 
History ot the Language 
Survey of English Literature 
Survey ot Aaerican Literature 
Contemporary Literature 
Shakespeare and the Drama 
World Literature 
Poetry 
Prose4~iction Essay~ 
~~ university of Connecticut Bulletin, April, 1956 1 
011fi!. 
~Michigan State College Publication, April, 1955 1 49:170. 
4/w .Wilbur Hatfield, Chair .. n, An Experience Curriculum, English 
Wonograph Humber 4, National Council or Teachers or English, 
D. Appleton-Century Company, Xew York, 19351 p. 318. 
Grommon believes that the minimum essentials for a 
teacher of English should be: 
A course in the nature ot present day language 
An advanced course in coaposition 
The rudiments ot critical thinking 
A course in World, English and American litel4ture 
Coursea in dramatics, poetry and non-fiction:!:/ 
Hamilton aurveyed the courae requirements in English 
in forty•seven colleges and UAiveraitiea 1n Ohio and found 
that: 
•••• the course moat often prescribed tor all 
maJora is Shakespeare. A close second, and 
this is probably a recent development, is 
American literature. Advanced composition 
is often mentioned -- sometimes as required 
tor the maJor, occasionally as explicitly 
excluded from the maJor. Some stucly of the 
historr of the language is widely required, 
though often a course 1n Chaucer 111117 be 
substituted tor the language course •••• Thare 
seema to be a growing tendency to •mphesize 
the study of present day American English in 
the language courses. This emphasis, I am 
glad to note, is even more coaaon in programs 
designed tor prospective high school teachers. 
Anglo-Saxon is now almost nev.errequired •••• 
Literary Criticism is sometimes required tor 
a maJor; but often it is not even offered as 
an elective.!/ 
Yet, in 1966 a survey ot beginning substitute teachers 
in English conducted in lew York found that: 
Moat young teachers have taken various 
survey courses in English and American 
literature, in the novel, and in the drama. 
F- have taken courses 1n world literature 
lJHarlan w. Hamilton, •current Trends in the English MaJor,• 
College English, (March, 1954), 16:339-346. 
,Y.Ibid. 
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and few have taken specialized courses dealing 
with individual authors or groups of authors, 
such as Kilton, the Romantic poets, the 
Victorian poets, eto. Out or every three young 
English teachers, onlJ two have taken mere 
than a single two-credit course in Shakespeare. 
Only one out of everJ three young teachers of 
English has ha4 a course in the development of 
the English language. Very few have had ftuch 
courses as the Bible in literature, folklore or 
mythologyJ and verJ few have taken courses in 
literature for children and adolescents. 
Contempor&rJ literature, with ita emphasis upon 
biograpbJ, historical novels, science fiction, 
and expositional writins, and radio and television 
have been atudied bJ onl7 a small number of 
applicants for license to teach English. The area 
of creative writing is almost completely neglected, 
except for the required couraes generally taken bJ 
college atudents during their Freabman year.l/ 
'l'heae aurveys indicate that: 
•••• the question of what preparation is desirable 
for prospective teachers of English ought to be 
made the basis tS a Joint investigation by college 
and school authoritiea, so that reliable information 
for the better iUidance or prospective teachers or 
English might be made available.!( 
Catalogues ord1naril7 define a aajor 1n English 
quantitatively as conaisting of from twenty to forty 
semester hours. But 1n Ohio in 19511 
•••• the median preparation or teachers of 
Bnglish was onl7 21 semester hours, whereas 
medians in pbfsical education, art, home 
!/Jay E. Greene, "Preparation of English Teachers,• !h! 
Eeglish Journal, (March, 1966), 451145-147. 
Y,Ibid. 
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economics and music were forty, forty-one, 
forty-two and sixty semester hours respectiYely. 
Freshman English is included in the above 
figure, and in meeting the req~~ement, an 
hour of ~ was as good as an A•~ 
Searles states that: 
I do not believe that a thirty hour college 
requireaent, with moat of the courses coming 
from the elective gift bag, justifies itself 
through ~ rationale that I can discoYer.!f 
Tuttle and Searles think that the semester hour 
requirements for the English major should be raised and 
17 
that specific courses should be required for the prospective 
teacher of English. 
Time Arrangement. Since Student Teaching is usually y 
scheduled in the last semester ot the senior year it can 
be presumed that the prospective teacher ot English will 
have completed moat ot his academic and professional courses. 
The prospective teacher ot English must also haye adequate 
time to build up the basic skills of instruction during the 
student teaching period. 
1/Donald R. Tuttle, "The Preparation and the Certification of 
¥eaohers ot English, A Sympoaiua," College English, (March, 
1957), 18:296. 
!/John R. Searles, .s!la• .2.ll• 
3/Vinoent J. Glennon, Edwin E. Weeks and William Ulrich, 
ftThe Administration ot Progra.a ot Oft-Campus Student Teaching,• 
Chapter IV, Ott-Campus Student Teaohi~, 1951 Yearbook of 
the Association for Student Teaching, orton s. Malter and 
Troy L. Stearns, editors, State Teachers College, Look Haven, 
Pa., P• 49. 
Cook, Wilt and Wofter believe that: 
•••• effective supervision cannot be done in a 
short period of tiae. Like all other educational 
processes the improving of teaching involves m&Qf 
factors, so manJ in fact that the improvement to 
be permanent must be slow •••• The moat acceptable 
situation for student teaching would appear to 
be one 1D which the student teacher could begin 
his work in a laborato~ school under the control 
and direction of the college and spend soma tima 
in a public school for more typical experiences 
and finally return to the laboratory school for 
a period to be used in further teaching, summarisa-
tion and evaluation.!/ 
The Association for Student Teaching found that: 
The nature of the actual ti .. arrange111enta vary 
widely from institution to institution, i.e., 
nine weeks in a co.-unity for full day teaching; 
twelve-seventeen weeks ~t halt-day teaching, the 
other half day either spent in out-of-class 
. (extra-curricular activities and co•w•nity study), 
or in a supervisor-teacher seminar discussing 
teacher problema and pre'Dar~.r.g under gu~dance the 
plana for the next day, Dine weeks off-campus 
teaching •••• four and one-half days in the orr-
campus center and one-half day on campus working 
on teaching problema; ten weeks with one to three 
weeks in all-day teaching experiences in a 
laboratory school on campus with an emphasis on 
special methods followed by a five to seven week 
all•day teaching experience in an oft-campus 
center; tan weeks off•campua teaching with 
students called back to the campus every two g/ 
weeks to consider and study on-the-apot problema. 
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!/kermet X. Cook, May L. Wilt and Mildred Y. Wofter, ~· ~·• 
pp. 9, 148. 
2/vergil E. Herrick, "The Future of Off-Campus Programs," 
~apter VII, Off•Camius Student Teaching, 1951 Yearbook of 
the Association for tudent Teaching, lOrton s. Malter and 
Troy L. Stearns, editors, State Teachers College, Lock Haven, 
Pa., p. 129. 
Gruhn states that 1 
Specialists in teacher education tend to favor 
a plan which provides for tull•ttme Student 
Teaching, so that the students may become in 
effect a member ot the teaching start, working 
with pupils trom the time they arrive at the 
school until they leave at the end of the day •••• 
This gives the student an opportunity to observe 
and participate in all phases of the life of the 
school, both in class and out •••• If affords the 
student much greater profeasional satisfaction 
to be, for even a brief period, a participant l/ 
in an all-school program on a full•time basis. 
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It has been stated thata "no consistent pattern for the y 
future has emerged," and "until the numerous problema of 
the time factor in student teaching are satisfactorily 
resolved, student teachers are not likely to attain high y 
levels of proficiency." 
The status of the cooperating teacher. The Association 
for Student Teaching found that: 
•••• a maJor portion of the concern about the 
administrative aspects of the off-campus 
program is centered in the financial arrange-
ments between the college and the cooperating 
teacher, The moat frequently mentioned amount 
was $60.00 per student teacher per six weeka.i/ 
.afverg11 Eo Herrick, 
.2.£• cit. 
-
yKermet A. Cook, Mq L. Wilt and Mildred Y. Wofter, .2.£• ~·• 
P• 9 • 
!Jverg1l E. Herrick, .2£• cit. 
-
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!he award of a caah honorariua is the most popular method y 
used to recognize the cooperating teacher. 
The results of this surTey also indicate that only 
seTen institutions out of the one hundred and thirty-five 
surveyed recognized the cooperating teacher as a member of 
the faculty with voting privileges; nine allowed cooperating 
teachers to serve as members of committees with the college 
faculty; tour listed the cooperating teachers in the college 
catalogue; forty indicated that the cooperating teachers 
attended some administrative meetings upon invitation; 
thirty-two considered them as aasooiate faculty members 
but have them no college rank and forty-two provided no y 
status for the cooperating teacher. 
The cooperating teacher undoubtedly receives her 
greatest satisfaction in helping a neophyte become a 
professional. Nevertheleaa, the cooperating teacher& ahould 
be recOgnized in aome way by the institutions employing 
their services. This need not take the form of financial 
remuneration but soma form of protesaional recognition is y 
necessary. 
g~. 
g/Vinoent J. Glennon, Edwin B. Weeks, and William Ulrich, 
~· ~·· P• sa. 
3/Stanley P. Wronski and Prank L. Steeves, KProfesaional 
~ecognition and Compensation tor Ott-Campus Cooperating 
Teachers,• ji~~~~~~~~~~!iD~.rH::olstine and Frank L. 
College, Look Haven, Pa., 
Summary, The authorities cited in this chapter are 
in general agreement that: 
1, Pre-student teaching experiences with pupils 
are usually inadequate, 
2. The beginning English teacher in most eases 
does not have suttieient academic preparation 
in English to meet the needs of the secondarr 
school, 
3, The status ot the cooperating teacher needs to 
be !mproved, and 
4. The time arrangeunt tor Student Teaching tends 
to vary with local conditions. 
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CHAPrER III 
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
To make this study or the undergraduate requirements 
tor Student Teaching in English a list or the accredited 
Hew England colleges and un1Yerait1es was compiled from y 
The Education Directory. 
- y y 
A letter and questioDD&ire were sent on February 15, 
l957,to fifty-six colleges and universities in New England 
asking for information concerning Student Teaching in 
English. B7 March seventeenth replies were received rr!' 
forty-tour schools. (77.5 per cent) A follow-up letter 
and questionnaire were sent on March twenty-third to the 
twelve reaaining schools. B7 Ma7 first eleven additional 
returns were received making a total or fifty-rive; (98.2 
per oent) 
Eight colleges and uniYersities reported that the7 had 
no undergraduate programs tor Student Teaching in English 
X/fhe ~ucatlon Director!, Part 3, U.S. Department or Health, 
~ucat!On and Welfare, 0 rice or Education, u.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1956. 
!/See Appendix A, p. 60. 
!(see Appendix C, p. 62. 
,V'See Appendix B, p. 61. 
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on the secondary level. Two reported that they were Just 
beginning to set up prograas in Student Teaching and had 
not determined the course requirements. 
One school included in this survey is concerned primarily 
with the preparation ot graduate students. It is included 
in this survey because the catalogue states that: "It 
is possible tor (undergraduate) students to earn extra 
credits through summer sessions or otherwise so that they 
may practically complete the requirements tor graduation bJ 
the end ot the seventh semester. in which case they may take y 
Supervised Teaching in the eighth semester." 
The torty•tive schools which supplied usable data 
are listed on pages 65, 66 and 67. 
Responses received. Aa ot Ka7 1. 1957• thirtr liberal 
arts colleges. eight schools ot education and eight teachers 
colleges in New England were scheduling a course in Student 
Teaching tor their undergraduate majors in English. The 
following table shows the total number of questionnaires 
mailed to these forty-six colleges and universities. the 
total number ot returns. and the percentage of returns 
from each state. 
liT¥' Universltz ot Connecticut bulletin, April, 1956, 
1>1:101. 
TABLE I 
NUliiBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RETURNS BY STATE 
State and 
'l'lpe or School 
.llaasaahusetts 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Sahools or Education 
Teachers Colleges 
Connecticut 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Schools or Education 
'l'eaahers Colleges 
Hew Hupsh1re 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Teachers Colleges 
Rhode Island 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Teachers College 
Vermont 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
School or Eduaation 
Maine 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
School or Education 
Total 
Mailed 
13 
4 
4 
6 
2 
l 
" 2 
3 
l 
3 
l 
2 
l 
-
46 
Returned 
13 
4 
3 
5 
2 
l 
4 
2 
3 
l 
3 
l 
2 
l 
45 
24 
lercentage 
of returns 
100.0 
100.0 
99.9 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
97.8 
Table I indicates that complete returns were received 
rrom Connecticut, Bew Haapsb1re, Rhode Island, Vermont and 
Maine. Onl7 one teachers college in Massachusetts did not 
return the questionnaire. 
TABLE II 
Table II shows how the supervision or the course in 
Student Teaching is distributed in the colleges and 
universities used in this atudf. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUPERVISION 
DF S!UDEli'l' TEACHI.IG 
Super- Super-
State and T7pe Tiaed b7 vised b7 
member(s) or Sch~ol member(s) 
or English or Eduoa-
Supor• 
vised 'b7 
member(a) 
or both 
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department tion departments 
department: 
Jlaseachusetts 
Liberal Arts College• 0 10 2 
Schools or Education 0 2 2 
Teachers Colleges 0 1 2 
Connecticut 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 
' 
l 
Schools of Education 0 2 0 
Teachers College l 0 0 
!lew Hlllll.pshire 
Liberal Arts Colleges 1 2 l 
Teacher• Colleges 0 l l 
Rhode Island 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 3 0 
Teachers College 0 l 0 
Vermont 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 3 0 
School ot Education 0 1 0 
Jlaine 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 2 0 
School of Education 0 1 0 
- -
Total 2 33 9 
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The preceding table indicates that Student Teaching is 
superviaed by membera ot the English department in two 
schools an§ by members ot the English and Education 
departments 1n nine achools. In all likelihood• thia 
comparativQly low tigure is due to the tact that in most 
achoola Student Teaching ia a course open to all majora. 
Student Teaching ia UDder the aupervision ot the 
Education department in thirty-three colleges and 
universities but two ot the reapondents atat.ed that they 
otten invite subject matter teachers to viait the student 
teachers. 
under the 
In one school, Student Teaching in ~liah is 
auperviaion ot the Speech department. 
Student Teaching is an elective course in all or the 
liberal arta college• uaed 1n thia survey; it is a 
required course in all of the teachers colleges. All but 
one or the achoola of education require Student Teaching• 
but two or these stated that it was a requirement for 
state certification only. not tor the degree. 
All ot the eight achoola ot education schedule student 
Teaching in the senior year. Twenty-nine of the thirty 
liberal arta colleges also schedule Student Teaching in the 
senior year. Four teachers colleges conduct campus 
!/Emerson college 
laboratory schools and provide some Student Teaching 
experiences in the junior year. Two or these divide the 
class in half; one half doing Student Teaching in the 
last semester of the junior year, the other half in the 
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first semester of the senior year. Two other teachers 
colleges schedule Student Teaching in the campus laboratory 
school in either semester of the junior year and send 
their students out to the local public schools for Student 
Teaching in their senior year. Only one teachers college 
Student Teaching in the 
ll 
Junior and senior years offers 
in the local public schools. 
TABLE III 
The semester of the senior year in which Student Teaching 
is taken is shown in the following table. 
TABLE III 
SEMESTER OF SENIOR YEAR II' WHICH STUDENT TEACHING 
IN ENGLISH IS SCHEDULED 
State and Plra£ Second 
Tzpe of School Semester Semester Both EUher 
Jlassachusetts 
Liberal Arts Colleges 2 2 4 5 
Schools ot Education l 1 l 1 
Teachers Colleges 2 1 0 0 
(concluded on next page) 
!/Teachers College ot Connecticut 
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'l'A.BLE III (concluded) 
State and Pirat Second 
TZPe ot School Seaester Semester Both Either 
Connecticut 
Liberal Arts Colleges 1 2 0 2 
Schools of Education l 2 0 0 
Teachers College 1 0 0 0 
New Ha-;xh1re 
tiGer Arts Colleges 2 l 0 1 
Teachers Colleges 0 0 0 2 
Rhode Island 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 2 0 1 
Teachers College 1 0 0 0 
Veraont 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 1 0 2 
School of Education 0 1 0 0 
Maine 
Liberal Arts Colleges 0 1 0 l 
School ot Education 0 0 0 1 
- - - -
Total 10 14 5 16 
Table III shows that fourteen schools schedule Student 
Teaching in the second seaester of the senior year, but 
sixteen schools also give students the choice or doing 
Student Teaching in either the first or second semester. 
Ten schools schedule Student Teaching in the first semester. 
TABLE IV 
The following table lists the liberal arts colleges by 
state, the number of students doing student Teaching in English 
in 1956-1957, the number ot credits, clock hours and time 
arrangement tor Student Teaching in English. 
) 
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TABf.,E lV 
.NUMBER OF STUDEl\'TS ENROLLED , NUMB~ OF CREDITS ALD CtOCK HOURS REQUIRED AND TIME .ARRAfiGEt.I:ENT F OR 
STUDE1rr TEACHING Ifi ENGLISH I N 1956-57 I N THI R:t'Y LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI TI ES IN 
Students enrollee. Credits requ~rea-
Liberal .Arts Colleges in Student Teaching in ,S.tudent ' 
__ --~~--~ -~- _ in English. 1956-57 Teaching 
Massachusetts 
American International 
College 
Anna Maria College 
Assumption College 
!I Atlantic Union College 
East ern Nazarene College 
Emerson College 
Emmanuel College 
Merrimack College 
Mount Holyoke College 
Smith College 
Suffolk University 
Tufts University including 
Jackson College 
Wheaton College 
Total 
Connecticut 
Albertus Magnus College 
Connecticut College 
Fairfield University 
3 
3 
0 
1 
5 
2 
17 
4 
l 
l 
8 
11 
0 
59 
-" 
0 
4 
6 
6 
2- 4 
6 
3 
3 
12 
3 
3- 6 
3- 6 
6 
3 
4 
6 
6 
!/Student Teachi ng i s schedulod · in either s emester of ~pe junior or 
GI.AUD 
Clock Hours of Time Arrangement 'for Student Teaching 
Student Teachin~ 
150-180 
30-46 
100 
30-90 
200 
2 0 0 
60 
120-240 
100-160 
90-120 
180 
180 
aenior year. 
five full days a week for 1/2 s emester 
four full days a week for six weeks 
one full dey a week for one semester 
five days a week for fourteen weeks 
five full days a week for 1/2 semester 
arranged according to student's schedule 
five full days a week for eight weeks 
five full days a week for eight weeks 
three hours a day for twenty-one days 
one hour a day for one week each semester 
plus fifty hours observation 
: 1ve full days a week for eight weeks or 
three mornings a week tor a semester 
three hours a day for a full semester 
~ ' ... arranged according to• student's schedule 
five fUll days a week for five weeks 
during student's fr ee time; usually one 
hour a day for five days 
three mornings a ' week for a full semester 
.., 
( conclude'd )n next page) 
) 
) 
TABLE IV (concluded} 
s-tudents enrolled Credits required 
Liberal Arts Colleges in Student Teaching in Student 
in English. 1956-57 Teaching 
Connecticut (continued) 
St. Joseph's College 
Trinity College 
Total 
New Hampshire 
Mount st. Mary's College 
Rivier College 
St. Anselm's College 
University of New Hampshire 
Total 
Rhode Island 
Brown University including 
Pembroke College 
Providence College 
University of Rhode Island 
Total 
Vermont 
Middlebury College 
Norwich .University 
Trinity College 
Total 
Maine 
Bates College 
Colby College 
Total 
Grand Total 
4 
2 
-
10 
2 
1 
3 
6 
5 
-
-
5 
3 
3 
2 
-
8 
27 
4 
-
· 31 
-
119 
-
6 
6 
-
6 
6 
6-12 
14 
6 
15 
12 
3-6 
6 
3-6 
6 
30 
Clock Hours of Time Arrangement for Student Teaching 
Student Teaching 
90 
90 
180 
180 
180 
180 
200-240 
400 
150 
180 
150 
180 
five full days a week for twelve weeks 
arranged according to student's schedule 
five mornings a week for one semester 
five full daye[ a week for one semest~r 
two hours a day for one semester or five 
full days a week for one semester 
five full days a week for one semester 
five full days a week for one semester 
five full days a week for eight weeks 
five full days a week for 1/2 semester 
two hours a day for a semester 
t ~ ~ 
five full days a week for four weeks 
one hour a day. five days a week for one 
or two semesters; or two hours a day for one 
five full days a week for one semester 
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One hundred and nineteen students are enrolled in Student 
Teaching in English in the liberal Mrts colleges reporting. 
Massachusetts, with thirteen liberal arts colleges,is preparing 
the largest nuaber of proapective teachers of English. 
The number of credits required in Student 'J:each1ng rangea 
from two to fifteen. Thirteen colleges and universities 
indicated that they require six credits in Student Teaching. 
The number of hours required 1n Student Teaching ranges 
from thirt;r to four hundred hours. The median ill between one 
hundred and eightr to two hundred clock hours. 
The tt.e ranges fraa one hour a dar for one week to five 
full days a week for a semeater. Six achools require five 
full daya a week for the equivalent of eight weeka,and five 
schools require five tull dare a week for a semester. It ia 
difficult to reconcile aome ot the data appearing in this 
column with the number of clock houra of Student Teaching. 
Probably aome schoola reported the number of clock houra in 
tel'DIB of the actual time apent 1n claaaroom observation and 
teaching, while others included also the time spent in exta-
clasa activities. 
TABLE V 
Table V lists the aohoola of education br state, the 
number of atudenta doing Student Teaching in English in 
1956-1967, the number of oredita, the number of clock houra 
and the time arrangement for Student Teaching in English. 
) 
) 
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TABLE tV 
NUMBER OF STUDEffl'S ENROLLED 1 NUMBER OF CREDITS AND k; LOCK UOUHS RF.QUmED AND TIME ARRANG 
STUDENT TEACHING IN ENGLISH IN 1956-57 IN EIGHT [SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION IN Nl1Vl EliOLA!iD 
Sltudents enrolled Credits required 
Schools of Education in Student Teaching in Student fClock Houra ot Time Arrangement tor Student Teaching 
in E~l1sh, 1956-57 Teachi~ :S~t~~~en~t~T~e~a~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Massachusetts 
Boston College 
Boston University 
Northeastern University 
University of Massachusetts 
Total 
Connecticut 
University of Bridgeport 
University of Connecticut 
Total 
Vermont 
Uni versity of Vermont 
Maine 
University ot Maine 
Grand Total 
30 
10!1 
6 
!l 
58 
6 
12'E/ 
-
27 
8 
22!1 
115 
-
!/includes liberal arts degree candidates. 
~includes graduate students. 
" 
12 
6 
9 
6 
6-12 
6-9 
6 
6-8 
360 
180 
-
240 
200 
-
180-240 
tour full days a week for one semoster 
five full days a week for 1/2 semester 
tlve full d81a a week for twenty weeks 
five full days a week tor 1/2 semester 
five !'Ull days a week for ten weeks 
f.1ve full days a week for six weeks 
£1ve full days a week for 1/2 semestor 
tive halt days a week ror one seawater tor 
liberal ~rta students; five full days a 
week tor 1/2 semester tor school of 
education students. 
. '
~ 
" 
One hundred and fifteen students are enrolled in 
Student Teaching in English in the schools of education 
reporting. 
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The number of credits required in Student Teaching 
in schools of education ranges troa six to twelve credits. 
Three schools require six credits in Student Teaching. 
The number of clock hours ranges troa one hundred 
and eighty to three hundred and sixty. 
All of the schools of education surveyed require the 
student teacher to remain in the cooperating school for 
the full school day. Only those enrolled in the liberal 
arts program in one university do Student Teaching tor 
halt a day but the respondent troa this school indicated 
that he would like to arrange a full-time teaching experience 
tor these students. 
TABLE VI 
Table VI lists the teachers colleges, the number of 
students doing Student Teaching in English in 1956-67, 
the number of credits, the number of clock hours and the 
time arrangement for Student Teaching in English. 
) 
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TABLE .vi 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED, NUMBER OF CREDITS AID jCLOCK HOURS REQUIRED AND TIME ARRANGEMENT FOR 
STUDENT TEACHING IN &'TGLISH IN 1956-57 IN 'sEVE.:l TEACHERS COLLEGES Iii UE\'i EiiGLAND 
~-~-~--~~--- ~~~-~~--~~-- Students enrolled Cred1ts-~;equ1I·-ed 
Teachers Colleges in Student Teaching in Student 
__ ~~-~-~~ _ ~- i_n ~lish__._ l956•Q7 Teachi11g 
Massachusetts 
~r!dgewater State !/ 
Teachers College 
Fitchburg State £1 
Teachers College 
Salem State Teachers 
College 
Total 
Connecticut 
Teachers College of 
Connecticut ~ E./ 
New Hampshire 
Keene Teachers College 
Plymouth Teachers College 
Total 
Rhode Island 
Rhode Island College of 
Education £I 
Grand Total 
8 
21 
29 
332/ 
12 
• 
-
16 
26 
104 rJ 
12 
12 
8 
12 . 
16 
16 
12 
jlStudent Teaching 1n campus laboratory school in junior year. 
Ejstudent Teaching in campus laboratory school only; one half or 
class does Student Teaching in the second semester of junior year; 
the other half in the first sem~ster ~t the senior year . 
'credit Hours of Time Arrangement for Student Teaching 
Student Teaching 
300 
160 
320 
400 
five full days a week for l/2 semester in 
junior year; five full days a week for 
1/2 semester in senior year 
five full days a week for one semester 
two hours, five days a week for 1/2 semester 
in junior year; five full days a Yeek for 
1/2 semester in senior year 
three hours , five days a week for 1/2 
semester in junior year; five fUll days 
a week for 172 semester in senior year 
five full days a week for one -semester 
five full days a week for one semester 
>l .. 
five full days a week for one semester 
ystudent Teaching done in junior and senior years in local 
public schools. 
2/Includes majors and minors. 
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One hundred and tour students are enrolled in Student 
Teaching in English in the teachers colleges reporting. 
The credits offered in Student Teaching in teachers 
range from eight to sixteen. More than half require 
twelve credits in Student Teaching. 
The clock hour requirements range traa one hundred 
and sixty to four hundred clock hours. 
All of the teachers colleges provide full-time student 
teaching experiences. Five of the seven teachers colleges 
provide student teaching experiences tor some ot their 
students in the junior year. Four of the seven colleges 
have campus laboratory schools. In one teachers college 
Student Teaching is done in the cooperating schools in 
both.the junior and senior years. 
TABLE VII 
The following table is the first of the series showing 
the prerequiaites tor Student Teaching in English. This 
table indicates the letter grade, the semester hour credits 
in English and the semester hour cre4its in Education 
required for admission to Student Teaching in English. 
TABLE VII 
!I . 
LETTER GRADE AND SEIIJ!STER HOUR CREDITS 
IN ENGLISH AND EDUCATION REQUIRED 
FOR ADMISSION TO STUDENT TEACHING 
Type of School 
and Jl'ame 
American 
College 
Anna Maria College 
Assumption College 
Atlantic Union College 
Bates College 
Brown University 
including Pembroke 
Colby College 
Connecticut College 
Eastern Jl'a&arene College 
Emerson College 
Emmanuel College 
Fairfield University 
Merrimack College 
Middlebury College 
Mount Holyoke College 
Mount St. Mary's College 
Norwich University 
Providence College 
Rivier College 
St. Anselm's College 
St. Joseph's College 
Smith College 
Suttolk University 
Trinity College, Conn. 
Trinity College, Vermont 
Letter 
Grade 
c 
B• 
c 
C4-
B 
B 
B 
B 
-B 
none 
c 
B· 
-
none 
none 
-
-
o+•B 
C+ 
. B 
C+ 
c 
c+ 
c-.!2.1 
-
Semester 
Hour 
Credits in 
English 
required 
30 
24·30 
30-36 
21 
12-24 
-
32 
24 
30 
18-36 
21 
36 
30 
36 
30 
-30 
12 
15 
36 
24 
30 
18 
18·30 
30 
24 
Semester 
Hour 
Credits in 
Education 
required 
18 
12 
12 
9•18 
10 
6-12 
16 
9 
12 
15 
12 
12 
12 
12 
9-12 
6 
18 
18 
18 
15 
15 
18 
6 
15 
6 
18 
i/In some instances grade point average was converted to 
I'etter grade • 
.!2/Grade in major subject. 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE VII (concluded) 
Type of School 
and lfue 
including 
University of Bew 
Hampshire 
University of Rhode 
Island 
Wheaton College 
Schools of Education 
Boston College 
Boston University 
Northeastern University 
University of Bridgeport 
University of Connecticut 
University of Maine 
University of 
Massachusetts 
UniversitJ of Vermont 
Teachers Colleges 
Bridgewater State 
Teachers College 
Fitchburg State 
Teachers College 
Keene Teachers College 
Plymouth Teachers College 
Rhode Island College 
of Education 
Salem State Teachers 
College 
Teachers College of 
Connecticut 
Semuter 
Letter Hour 
Grade Credits in 
English 
required 
c 
c 
c 
none 
B 
B a/ 
B~ 
c 
C+ 
none 
c 
c 
-
-
-
-
• 
24•36 
33 
30 
24-48 
18 
18 
30 
30 
2h30 
24 
30 
24 
35 l/2 
24 
18 
24 
33 
42 
15-41 
!/Eighteen semester hours of~ in major subject • 
.2/!a grades 1n English and Education courses. 
,2/Usually ! • !• 
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Semester 
Hour 
Credits in 
liducation 
required 
12 
l3 
12 
3 
13 
9 
16 
12 
14 
12 
12 
18 
20 
16 
27 
18 
21 
29 
$(Six credits prerequisite to Student Teaching; seventeen 
concurrently. 
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There is a high degree of inconsistency in the data 
reported in Tables VII, VIII and IX. One of the respondents 
wrote that: "The phrasing of these questions made answers 
difficult." The questions, "How many semester hour credits 
in English are required tor Student Teaching in English?," 
"Please circle the courses in English that are required 
tor Student Teaching and indicate the number ot semester 
hour credits required," "How many semester hour credits in 
Education are required tor Student Teaching in English?," 
and "Please circle the courses in Education that are 
required tor Student Teaching and indicate the number of 
semester hour credits required," aought to determine the 
credits and couraea prerequiaite to Student Teaching and 
possibly the word "prerequisite" would have been a better 
choice than the word "required." Probably aome achoola 
answered in teras or the requirements for the degree 
instead ot the prerequisite& for Student Teaching. 
The letter grade required for admission to Student 
Teaching ranges from c- (70) to B. Eleven out of the 
thirty-five schoola reporting require a ~ or !: average 
in all subjects. Nine schools require a £ average. 
In most teachers colleges acreening is ~elective in 
the freshman year. Therefore, although no letter grade 
is indicated on the table, usually only ! or ! students 
are admitted to Student Teaching. 
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The semester hour credits in English required for 
admission to Student Teaching range from twelve to forty-
two, Some of the schools that answered this question stated 
that none were actually "required~ but most students had tram 
eighteen to thirty semester hours in English. Th1rty•five 
colleges and universities listed in the preceding table 
require eighteen to thirty semester hours of English. 
The semester hour credits in Education required for 
admission to Student Teaching in English range from three 
to twenty•nine. The preceding table indicates that most 
schools require twelve to eighteen hours in Education for 
admission to Student Teaching. 
TABLE VIII 
Courses in English required tor admission to Student 
Teaching are shown in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
COURSES IN ENGLISH REQUIRED FOR STUDENT TEACHING IN ENGLISH 
Liberal Schools' of Teachers 
Name of Course Arts Education Colleges 
Colleges 
Freshman Composition 25 8 7 
Intermediate Composition 1 2 1 
Advanced Composition 2(1) !I 1(1) 4 
Advanced Composition ar 
Creative Writing 1 1 1 
Journalistic Writing 
including Grammar 0 0 l 
!/Numbers In parenthesis indicate frequency of "strongly 
recommended" courses. 
(continued on next page) 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
IBIIle of Course 
Linguistics 
History of the English 
Language 
History of the English 
Language or American 
English Grammar 
American English Grammar 
English Grammar, Analytic 
and Historical 
Modern English Usage 
American Literature 
English Literature 
·English and American 
Literature 
English Literature including 
Shakespeare 
Chaucer 
Shakespeare 
Mediaeval Literature 
Eighteenth Century Literature 
Nineteenth Century Literature 
Romantic Movement 
Victorian Literature 
World Literature 
Acting and Stagecraft or 
Producing and Stagecraft 
Classics 
Contemporary Literature 
Critical Reading of Fiction 
Critical Reading of Poetry 
Critical Reading of 
Expository Writing 
Liberal 
Arta 
Colle sea 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
15 
18(1) 
0 
0 
1 
16 
l 
l 
l 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
l 
schooie or 
Education 
0 
0 
l 
1(1) 
40 
Teachers 
Colleges 
1 
2 
0 
l 
0(1) y 
0 
0 
l 
4(1) 
4(1) 
0 
0 
0(1) 
3(2) 
0 
0 
0 
0(1) 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
3 
l 
l 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
3 
l 
l 
l 
0 
0 
0 
!/Numbers In parenthesis indicate frequency of "strongly 
recommended" courses. 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE VIII (concluded) 
Name of Course 
LiBeral 
Art a 
Colleges 
Schools of 
Education 
Teachers 
College 
Drama 
English Reading List 
English Selldnar 
Introduction to Literature 
Literary Appreciation 
Literary Criticism 
Newawriting, Debating or 
Directing 
Novel 
Modern Poetry 
Literature for Young Adults 
2 
1 
.cl 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
In compiling the data for the preceding chart, the 
writer checked some ~f the college catalogues. In some 
oases the information given on the questionnaire differed 
considerably from the information in the catalogue. In 
these instances, the questionnaire might have been filled 
out by the head of the department or the major adviser who 
might require courses which are not required officially by 
the university or college. The writer reported the data 
appearing on the returned questionnaire, using the data 
in the catalogue only when the respondent wrote: "see 
catalogue." Two liberal arts colleges did not fill out this 
section of ·the questionnaire. Therefore, they are not 
included in Table VIII. 
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As indicated before, some institutions probably answered 
this question in terms of the requirements for the degree 
rather than in terms of the requirements for Student Teaching. 
Analysis of some of the data in Table VIII shows that: 
1. Freshman Composition is required in twenty-five 
of the twenty-eight liberal arts colleges and 
in all of the schools of education end teachers 
colleges. 
2. Advanced courses in composition are required 
in tour of the twentr•eight liberal arts 
colleges, in four or the eight schools or 
education and. in all of the teachers colleges. 
3. Courses in linguistics are required in five 
of the twenty-eight liberal arts colleges, in 
two of the eight schools of education and in 
five of the seven teachers colleges. 
4. Shakespeare is required in sixteen of the 
twenty-eight liberal arta colleges, in three 
of the eight achoola of education and in 
four of the seven teachers colleges. 
5. American literature is required in fifteen 
of the twenty-eight liberal arts colleges, 
in tour of the eight achools of education 
and in four of the seven teachers colleges. 
One teachers college offers a combination 
of English and American literature in one 
course. 
6. World literature is required in three of the 
twenty-eight libe~al arta colleges, in one of 
the eight schoolluOf education and in three of 
the seven teachers colleges. 
7. Literature for Yol.illg A.;•L !;s is I'equired in 
three schools, one school of education and 
two teachers colleges. 
TABLE IX 
Table IX shows the courses in Education which are 
required tor Student Teaching in English. 
'!'ABLE IX 
COURSF.S II EDUCATION 
REQUIRED FOR STUDENT TEACHING II ENGLISH 
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Liberal Schools of Teachers-
lfall18 ot Course Arts Education Colleges 
Colle15ea 
!/ l(l) Audio-Visual Aids 0(1) 2 
Methods of Teaching in the 
Secondary School 23(2) 7 7 
Methods of Teaching English 
in the Secondary School 9(1) 5 6 
Reading and Study in the 
Secondary School 4 l(l) 4 
Adolescent Psychology 2 0 0 
Child and Adolescent Psychology 1 0 0 
Child Growth and Developaent 0 0 1 
Educational Psychology 26(1) 6 6 
Educational Psychology or 
Deveiopmental Psychology 1 0 0 
General Psychology 1 0 0 
Human Development 0 l 0 
Psychology of Learning 1 l 4 
Child and the Curriculum 1 0 0 
Curriculum 1 0 0 
Curriculum Development 1 0 0 
Curriculum Development, 
Secondary 1 0 0 
Learning and the Curriculum 0 l 0 
Secondary School Curriculum 0 1 0 
Educational Evaluation 0 0 1 
Tests and Measurements 11(2) 2 6 
!Jitumbers In parenthesis indicate frequency of "strongly 
recommended" courses. 
(concluded on next page) 
" 
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TABLE IX (concluded) 
Liberal 5cnools or 'l'eachers 
Name of Course Arts Education Colleges 
Colle5e 
Current Professional Problema 0 0 l 
Foundations of Secondary 
Education l 0 0 
Guidance l 0 l 
History of Education 4(1) !I 0 1 
History ot Educational 
Problems 0 l 0 
Histo~y and Philosophf ot 
Education l 0 0 
History and Principles of 
Education l 0 0 
Introduction to Education :5 2 1 
Learning and Teaching 0 l 0 
Philosophf ot Education 7 l 1 
Principles and Problems of 
Education 1 0 0 
Principles of Education l 0 l 
Principles of Secondary 
Education 5(1) 1 0 
Principles of 'l'eaching 0 0 1 
Rhode Island State Educational 
Law 1 0 1 
!/lumbers In parenthesis indicate trequency of "strongly 
recommended" courses. 
This table indicates thatl 
1. Some type of psychology course is required 
in all of the schools surveyed. 
2. Methods of Teaching in the Secondary School 
is required in twenty-three of the twenty-
eight liberal arts colleges, in five of the 
eight schools of education and in.all teachers 
colleges. 
3. Methods of Teaching English in the Zecondary 
School is required 1n nine of the twenty•elght 
liberal arts colleges, in five of the eight 
schools of education and in six of the seven 
teachers colleges. 
4. Reading and Study in the Secondary School 
is required in four ot the twenty-eight 
liberal arts colleges, in one of the 
eight schools or education and in tour of 
the ae.,en teachers colleges. 
5. Tests and Measurements is required in eleven 
of the twenty-eight liberal arts colleges, 
in two of the eight schools or education and 
in five or the seven teachers colleges. 
TABLE X 
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The schools used in this aurvey were asked whether they 
required previous contact with children as a prerequisite 
to Student Teaching. Table X shows the frequency of colleges 
and universities requiring previous contact with children. 
TABLE X 
PaEVIOUS CONTACT WITH CHILDREN 
REQUIRED FOR STUDENT TEACHING IN ENGLISH 
Type or sctooi and 
Type of Situation 
Liberal Arta Colleges 
66aervatlon In a lethoda Course 
Schoola of Education 
Club work In Preabman year for all achool of 
Preguency 
l 
education students; not required of transfers l 
Two weeks of full tt.e observation in a 
secondary school l 
Teachers Colle~es 
As part of t e work in "Child Development" and 
"Methods of Teaching English" courses l 
Observation and some training school activities 
in the Sophomore year l 
Observation in a comparable situation l 
"Practicum" in the sophomore year 1 
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Onl7 seven schools, as indicated in the preceding 
table, require previous contact with children as a 
prerequisite for Student Teaching in English. However, 
two schools stated that they gave it heavy weighting. One 
respondent wrote: "No, unfortunately.n As this table 
indicates, moat ot the previous contact with children is 
observing in a secondary school. 
TABLE XI 
Other criteria for admission to Student Teaching are 
shown in Table XI• 
TABLE XI 
FREQUENCY OF OTHFli. CRITFli.IA REQUIRED 
FOR STUDENT TEACHING II ENGLISH 
Type or Schoo! and 
Criteria Frequency 
Liberal Arts Colle,es 
Recommendation o chairman ot English department 1 
Recommendation of chairman of English department 
and Dean 1 
Recommendation ot chairman ot English department 
and Registrar l 
Recommendations of members ot Education 
department 1 
Recommendation ot faculty adviser l 
Approval ot English and Education department 1 
Screened for speech and personality by Dean, 
member ot English department· and member 
of Education department l 
(concluded on next page) 
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~ABLE XI (concluded) 
Type or SchOol and 
Criteria Freguency 
Liberal Arts Colleges {continued) 
Pasalng a written examination in Junior year 
in Basic English Grammar 1 
Passing a test in usage, spelling, vocabulary 
and diction 1 
Passing a battery of testsz Rorshach, Watson-
Glaser Test of Critical Thinking, Shipley• 
Hartford, AGCT, and a speech course 1 
Passing prerequisite course in Poundations 
ot Secondary Education l 
Passing prerequisite courses in Principles 
and Methods l 
Passing speech course 2 
Schools of Education 
Appraisal of speech, personality, ability to 
communicate, intelligence, stability 1 
Approval of interviewing committee in Junior 
year and passing speech test l 
Recommendation of English Department and 
interview to appraise personality, appearance l 
Passing a course in Methods of Teaching English l 
Passing a speech teat l 
Teachers Colle,es 
EValuation o emotional stability, social 
competence, etc., by faculty review board l 
Recommendation of director of teacher training 
and passing speech course l 
Pasaing departmental examination in English 
and receiving conditional acceptance of the 
English department 1 
This table indicates that acceptance for Student 
Teaching is largely contingent on the recommendations of 
members of the faculty. Relatively little emphasis is 
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placed on test scores. It is not possible to draw any 
valid conclusions from the data presented in this table 
since fifteen schools did not answer this question. Eleven 
schools stated that they had no criteria of this type 
required for admission to Student Teaching. 
TABLE XII 
The status of the cooperating teacher is a question 
that has been receiving considerable study in recent years. 
The following table lists the various types of recognition 
accorded to the cooperating teacher in the colleges and 
universities surveyed. 
TABLE XII 
TYPES OF RECOGNITION ACCORDED TO 
THE COOPERATING TEACHER 
Type of School and 
Form of Recognition 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Listing In college catalogue 
Listing in college oatalogue and tuition 
voucher !/ 
Monetary award - '25-$50 
Monetary award - $100•$200 
Scholarship ($50) awarded to graduate of 
secondary schooi who attends the college 
Tuition voucher !/ 
No recognition 
!/Usually for one three credit course. 
(concluded on next page) 
Prequenay 
1 
l 
l:S 
2 
l 
7 
4 
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TABLE XII (concluded) 
Type of School and 
Form of Recognition Frequency 
Schoe~a of Education 
Lis lng in college catalogue and tuition 
voucher y 
Monetary award - $26-~50 
Monetary award - $.50-$100 
Tuiti.on \toucher i/ 
Teachers Collefea 
College tacu ty status and listing in the 
college catalogue 
Listing in college catalogue and monetary 
award ( $50-$100) 
Monetary award {$25-$50) 
Recog&:tion as critic teacher and monetary 
award ($100) 
!Jusually for one three credit course. 
l 
1 
l 
5 
3 
1 
2 
l 
Only one liberal arts college did not answer this 
question. The most popular type of recognition is the 
award of $25-$50. Sixteen out of the forty-tour sChools 
indicated that they rewarded the cooperating teacher this 
way. Only four liberal arts colleges provide no form or 
recognition. One of these colleges stated that: "It is 
accepted as a service role by the local schools. In 
addition, the students contribute to the schools - or so 
the principals and teachers state - bJ their interest and 
enthusiasm in a creative way." 
• 
Anawere to the ~eation concerning auggeationa for 
turther 1mprov•ent ahow much insight into the problema 
ot student teaching on the part of administrators. 
Typical ot the suggestions are the following: 
"More clock hours of Student Teaching" 
"Arranging when possible for eight consecutive 
weeks" 
"A period of observation prior to actual Student 
Teaching" 
"Adjustment of campus cours~ schedule with 
teaching time in school" 
"Need a better ayatam of more free time for 
aeniora in the semester in which the;r pursue 
Student Teaching in order that the teaching 
experience be more concentrated and better• 
rounded than at present. As it ia, some have 
to spread their practice too thin, too long." 
"We could use help troa our Engliail department 
1n the supervision of student teachers.• 
"Observation of specific t;rpea of teaching 
methods in cooperating schools before Student 
Teaching" 
"Assignment in ~tudent Teaching set in the 
first semester in order to permit preparation 
of specific materials" 
"Eatabl1s~nt of a demonstration school on 
campus" 
"Provision ot taoult;r time tor supervialon of 
recent graduates" 
"Periodic meetings with cooperating teachers" 
"More continuity of cooperating teachers and 
more direct liaison with them on problema 
involved in supervision of student teachers" 
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In this chapter the writer has presented data on 
the supervision of student teachers, the semester inwhich 
Student Teaching is scheduled, the number of students 
enrolled, the number ot credits, clock hours and time 
arrangement for Student Teaching in English. Data are 
also presented showing the letter grade, .the semester 
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hour credits and specific courses in English and Education 
prerequisite to Student Teaching in English. The frequency 
of previous contact with children and other criteria for 
admission to Student Teaching are shown in Tables X and XI. 
The status of the cooperating teacher is examined in 
Table XII. Finally, some suggestions tor improving Student 
Teaching in English have been listed. 
Boston Universitv 
Echool of Education: 
Library; 
CHAP.rER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study an attempt was made to survey the 
undergraduate Student Teaching programs in forty-five 
colleges and universities in New England in the following 
areas: 
l. The supervision of Student Teaching in 
English; 
2. The year and semester in which Student 
Teaching in English is given; 
3. The number of undergraduate students 
enrolled in Student Teaching in English 
in l956-l957J 
4. The number of clock hours and credits 
required in Student Teaching in English; 
5. The time arrangement tor Student Teaching 
1n English; 
6. The letter grade, semester hour credits 
and specific courses in English and 
Education prerequisite to Student Teaching 
in English; 
7. The frequency of previous contact with 
children as a prerequisite to Student 
Teaching in English; 
s. The frequency of other criteria as 
prerequisite to Student Teaching in 
English; and 
9. The form of recognition accorded to the 
cooperating teacher. 
Scope and Limitation.. This study is limited to 
those colleges and universities which schedule a course 
in Student Teaching in English and are accredited by 
state or regional accrediting agencies. 
This study surveys only the required courses in 
English and Education prerequisite to Student Teaching 
in English. It does not survey the elective courses open 
to the prospective teacher of English nor does it survey 
the total program of teacher-training in English. 
This paper is also limited to an examination ot the 
information appearing in the returned questionnairea. 
The writer did not consult the college catalogue unless 
specifically referred to it. 
Summary. Of the forty-five schools surveyed, thirty 
(66.6 per cent) are liberal arts colleges, eight (17.7 per 
cent) are schools of education and seven (15.5 per cent) 
are teachers colleges. 
The major findings or this survey are: 
1. Student Teaching 1s supervised by member{ s) or 
the Education department in thirty-three 
schools; by aeaber(s) or the English department 
in two schools and by member(s) of both the 
English and Education department in nine 
schools. 
2. Student Teaching is an elective course in all 
the reporting liberal arts colleges but is a 
required course in all of the teachers collegea. 
It is a required co11rae in six of the eight 
schools or education. 
3. Student Teaching is scheduled in the senior 
year only in twenty-nine liberal arts 
colleges; in all scrools of education and two 
teachers colleges. 
4. Student Teaching is scheduled in ten schools 
in the first semester of the senior and in 
fourteen schools in the second semester of 
the senior year. It is not possible to 
determine whether more students did Student 
Teaching in the first or second semester in 
1966-1957 since sixteen schools give students 
the choice of doing Student Teaching in either 
semester of the senior year. 
5. One hundred and nineteen students are enrolled 
in Student Teaching in English in the reporting 
liberal arts colleges; one hundred and fifteen 
students are enrolled in Student Teaching in 
English in the reporting schools of education 
and one hundred and four students are enrolled 
in Student Teaching in English in the reporting 
teachers colleges. 
6. The credits given in Student Teaching in 
English range from two to sixteen in the forty-
three reporting institutions. Fifteen (35 per 
cent) specify six credits. 
7. One hundred and eighty clock hours of Student 
Teaching are required in eleven •ohools (31.4 
per cent~ of the thirty-five schools reporting. 
a. Teachers colleges tend to require more credits 
and more "look hours of Student Teaching than 
do schools of education or liberal arts colleges. 
9. Five full days a week for one-halt semester are 
required by thirteen schools (27.2 per cent) 
of the forty-tour schools reporting. Eight 
schools (18.1 per cent) indicated their time 
arrangement as five full days a week for one 
semester. More teachers colleges require 
five full days a week for one semester than 
any other type of school. 
10. There are at least twenty different patterns 
tor organizing the tiae arrangement for 
Student T•~~h~ng i~ ~glish. 
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11. The letter grade required for admission to 
Student Teaching in English ranges from £: to ~ in all subjects. Eleven (31.4 per 
cent) of the schools reporting require a 
£! or B• average in all subjects. 
12. The semester hour credits in English required 
tor admission to Student Teaching range from 
twelve to tortf•two. Thirty-five schools 
(81.3 per cent) require eighteen to thirty 
semester hours ot English. 
13. The semester hour credits in Education required 
tor admission to Student Teaching in English 
range from three to twenty-nine. Thirty 
schools (66.6 per cent) require twelve to 
eighteen hours in Education tor admission 
to Student Teaching. 
14. The courses in English moat frequently 
required for admission to Student Teaching 
are: Freshman Composition, Engliah Literature 
lhakeapeare and American Literature. 
15. The courses in Education moat frequently 
required for admission to Student Teaching are: 
Bducational Psychology, Methods ot Teaching 
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in the Secondary School and Testa and Measurements. 
16. Only seven schools require previous contact 
with children as a prerequisite to Student 
Teaching in English. Four of these schools 
are teachers colleges. 
17. Acceptance for Student Teaching is largely 
aontingent on recommendation& of members of 
the faculty. 
18. Only tour ot the schools surTeyed provide no 
fora of recognition tor the cooperating 
teacher. Sixteen schools (36.3 per cent) 
award the cooperating teacher $25 • $50. 
Twelve schools (25 per oent) reward the 
cooperating teacher bJ tuition voucher. 
No valid inferences can be drawn concerning the 
specific courses in English required tor Student Teaching 
since some schools probably answered this question in 
terms of the requirements for the degree. However, it 
would appear that 
I 
currently meeting 
all of the institutions surveyed are 
only in part the recommendations of 
the 
·!I 
National Council of Teachers of English. 
Most liberal arts colleges do not require prospective 
teachers of English to take advanced work in composition 
beyond the required freshman year course; or courses in 
linguistics, World Literature, Literature for Young Adults 
and Methods of Teaching English in the Secondary School. 
Advanced courses .in composition are required in one-
half of the schools of education. Courses in l.inguistics 
are required in two schools but are strongly recommended 
in two other schools. World Literature is required in 
one school of education and Literature for Young Adults 
is required in another school of education. 
All of the teachers colleges meet the recommendation 
for an advanced course in composition. Five teachers 
colleges require courses in linguistics, three schools 
require courses in World Literature but only two require 
courses in Literature for Young Adults. Six of the 
seven teachers colleges require a course in Methods of 
Teaching English in the Secondary School. 
lJW. wlibur Hatfield, ~· ~·· p. 319-321. 
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It must be kept in aind that the writer surveyed only 
those courses which were required. Therefore, students 
in liberal arts colleges and in schools of education might 
elect one or more of the courses mentioned and thereby 
individually fulfill the recommendations of the Xstional 
Council of Teachers of English. 
This writer is not evaluating the quality of the 
offerings given but teachers colleges as a group tend to 
come closer than liberal arts colleges or schools of 
education to fulfilling the recommendations of the National 
Council of Teachers of English and the Association for 
Student Teaching in the following two areas: 
l. Requiring more or the specific course. 
titles recommended by the lational 
Council of Teachers of English 
(Advanced courses in composition, 
linguistics and Methods of Teschi~ 
English in the Secondary School) !f 
2. Setting up the Student Teaching 
program so as to include the full 
school day tor one-half semester or 
an entire semester reco.mended by g/ 
the Association t~r Student Teaching. 
More research needs to be done in this area to 
determine the types of curricula best suited to fulfilling 
the needs of future teachers of English. 
2/Morton s. Malter and Troy L. Stearns, editors, Off-Campus 
~tudent Teach~, 1961 Yearbook of the Association for 
Student feach:DS, State Teachers College, Lock Haven, Pa., 
P• 18 1 129, 136. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES: 
2. A follow•up of undergraduate student teachers 
in English at Boston University trom +950 to 
1957. 
3. A survey of in-servioe teachers of English 
regarding the value ot programa in Student 
Teaching in English. 
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APPEHDICES 
n 
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APPEIIDIX·A 
36 Cherokee Street 
Roxbury 20, Massachusetts 
February 15, 1957 
Registrar 
College 
City, State 
Dear 
As a part of the requirements for a Master's degree at 
Boston University, I am writing a service paper under the 
direction of Dr. M. Agnella Gunn, Professor of English 
Education. I am making a survey of current practices in the 
undergraduate student-teaching program in English in selected 
New England colleges. 
Will you be kind enough, please, to help me by filling out 
the enclosed questionnaire and by sending me a copy of your 
latest catalog? 
May I request that if you personally are not in a position 
to fill out this questionnaire that it be filled out by the 
member of your staff who is most directly concerned? I should 
like, please, to have this material back by the end of February. 
For your convenience, I am enclosing a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. 
I am very grateful to you for any assistance you can give 
me in this study. 
Sincerely yours, 
Margaret A. Travers 
Enclosures 
Registrar 
College 
City, State 
Dear 
APPENDIX B 
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36 Cherokee Street 
Roxbury 20, Massachusetts 
March 23, 1957 
Undoubtedly you and your start reeeive manJ requests for 
information during the year. It is not at all surprising, 
therefore, that you overlooked ~ previous request for information. 
As a part ot the requirements tor a Master's degree at Boston 
University, I am writing a service paper under the direction or 
Dr. M. Agnella Gunn, Professor ot English Education. I am making 
a survey or current practices in the undergraduate student-teaching 
program in English in selected Hew England colleges. 
I am inclosing another questionnaire. Will you be kind 
enough, please, to help me by tilling it out and by sending me a 
copy of your latest catalog? 
May I request that it you personally are not 1n a position 
to fill out this questionnaire that it be filled out by the 
member of your starr who is most d1re•tly •onoerned. If possible, 
I should like to have this material back by the sixth of April. 
For your convenience, I am enclosing a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. 
I am very grateful to you and your staff for anJ assistance 
you can give me 1n this study. 
Sincerely yours, 
Margaret A. Travers 
Enclosures 
UNDERGRADUATE ~~ b STUDENI' TEACHING 62 
IN ENGLISH 
IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Name of College 
~ Location, or address of College ---------------------------------------------------
Person reporting ------------------------------------------------------------------
Official position-----------------------------------------------------------------
Directions: Please circle the answer or write in the space provided. 
I. GENEP.AL 
1. Does your college offer a course in Student Teaching 
for your undergraduate majors in English? 
a. Is this a required course? 
b. Is this an elective course? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
2. How many students are doing Student Teaching in English in 1956-57? ______ __ 
3- Is your Student Teaching program under the supervision of: 
a. A member of the college English department? Yes No 
b. A member of the college Education department? Yes No 
c. A member of both the English and Education departments? Yes No 
d. Other? Please describe 
-----
4. In what year is the course in Student Teaching 
in English taken? Junior Senior Other 
If other, please describe-------------------------------------------------
5· In what semester is Student Teaching in English 
taken? 
If ~' please describe 
Quantitetive Requirements 
First 
~ 6. How many credits are required in Student Teaching in English? 
e. Minimum Semester hours 
Second Other 
b. Other? Please describe----------------------------------------------
c. Maximum Semester hours 
d. Other? Please describe 
-----
2. 
Qualitative Requirements 
1· What grade point average and/or letter grade is required for 
admission to Student Teaching in English? ----------------------------------
8. What other criteria is required for admission to Student Teaching in 
English? (i.e. passing a speech test)---------------------
II. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
1. Does your college require previous contact with children as a 
prerequisite for Student Teaching in English? 
If ~' please describe 
English 
Yes No 
2. How many semester hour credits in English are required for Student 
Teaching in English? 
Other? Please descri~b~e---------------------------------------------------
3. Please circle the courses in English that are required for Student' Teaching 
and indicate the number of semester hour credits required. 
Minimum Semester Hours Credit 
a. Freshman composition Yes No 
b. Intermediate composition Yes No 
c. Advanced composition Yes No 
d. Creative writing Yes No 
e. Shakespeare Yes No 
f. Linguistics Yes No 
g. History of the English 
language Yes No 
h. American English Grammar Yes No 
i. English literature Yes No 
j. American literature Yes No 
k. World literature Yes No 
1. Literature for young adults Yes No 
m. Other? Please list 
Education 
4. How many semester hour credits in Education are required for Student 
Teaching in English? 
Other? Please descri~b-e----------------------------------------------------
n 
3· 
5· Please circle the courses in Education that are required for Student Teaching 
and indicate the number of semester hour credits requirec. 
Minimum Semester Hours Credit 
a. Educational Psychology Yes No 
b. Psychology of Learning Yes No 
c. Reading and Study in the 
Secondary School Yes No 
d. Methods of Teaching in the 
Secondary School Yes No 
e. Methods of Teaching English 
in the Secondary School Yes No 
f. Audio-Visual Teaching Aids Yes No 
g. Educational Tests and 
Measurements Yes No 
h. Other? Please list 
III. TJl.lE ARRANGEMENT 
1. Please indicate how the course in Student Teaching 
a. Five full days a week for one-half semester? 
b. Three mornings a week for a full semester? 
c. One hour a week for two semesters? 
in English is arranged. 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
d. Other? Please describe------------------------
2. How many clock hours are required in Student Teaching in English? 
a. Minimum clock hours 
b. Maximum clock hours --------------------
c. ~? Please describe-------------------------------
IV. THE COOPERATING TEACHER 
1. How is the cooperating teacher recognized by the college? 
a. listing in the college catalogue? 
b. monetary award? 
$ 25 - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 200 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
c. _O_t_h_e_r? Please describe------------------------------
v. Suggested Improvements?-----------------------------------
VI. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS (Please use the other side of this sheet if necessary.) 
Would you like to receive a copy of this report? Yes No 
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APPENDIX D 
NAME OF RESPONDENT, OFFICIAL POSITION, NAME AND LOCATION OF 
COLLEGE OR UNivERSITY 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Sister Marie Rosaire, O.P. 
Registrar 
Albertus Magnus College 
New HaYen, Connecticut 
Miss Olive Durgin 
Associate Professor and 
SuperYisor of Practice 
Teachers 
American International College 
Springfield 9, Mass. 
Sister Mary John of Carmel, s.s.A. 
Head of English Department 
Anna Maria College 
Paxton,·Massachusetts 
Rev. Louis F. Dion, Registrar 
Assumption College 
Worcester 9, Massachusetts 
Mr. Dan W. Palmer 
Department of Education 
Atlantic Union College 
South Lancaster, Massachusetts 
Miss M. L. Libby, Registrar 
Bates College 
Lewiston, Maine 
Mr. C. Emanuel Elestrom. 
Professor of Education 
Brown University including 
Pembroke College 
Providence 12, Rhode Island 
Mrs. Rebecca c. Larsen, Recorder 
Colby College 
Waterville, Maine 
Mr. Vernon G. Smith 
Professor of Education 
Connecticut College 
New London, Conn. 
Miss Bertha Munro 
Dean of College 
Eastern Nazarene College 
Wollaston, Mass. 
Miss Claire F. Fraser 
Registrar 
Emerson College 
Boston 16, Mass. 
Sister Marie of the 
Trinity 
Head of English Department 
Emmanuel College · 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Mr. Robert F. Pitt 
Reg1atrar 
Fairfield University 
FairfielJ., Conn. 
Rev. Joseph J. Gildea 
Dean 
Merrimack College 
North Andover, Mass. 
Mr. L. H. Harshbarger 
Director of Student Teaching 
Middlebury College 
Middlebury, Vermont 
Miss Genevieve F. Pratt 
Registrar 
Mount Holyoke College 
South Hadley, Mass. 
n 
• 
Liberal Arts Colleges (continued) 
Miss Jacqueline F. Mara 
Registrar 
Mount St. Mary College 
Hooksett, lew Hampshire 
Mr. Lloyd E. Crane 
Assoc. Prof. of Education 
Norwich University 
Northfield, Vt. 
Rev. Robert G. Quinn, O.P. 
Chairman of Education Department 
Providence College 
Providence Rhode Island 
Sister Marie Carmella, Dean 
Rivier College 
Iashua, New Hampshire 
Dr. James J. Reilly 
Director of Student Teaching 
St. Anselm's College 
Mancheste~ New Hampshire 
Sister M. Consilia, Registrar 
Saint Joseph College 
West Hartford, Conn, 
Mr. c. R. Bragdon 
Professor of Education 
Smith College 
Northampton, Mass. 
Mr. Donald M. Unger 
Dhairman of Education Department 
Suffolk University 
l3ost.,n, Jlass. 
Schools of Education 
Miss Marie M. Gearan 
Professor of Education and 
Director of Educational 
Laboratory Experiences 
Boston College School of Education 
Chestnut Hill 67 1 Massachusetts 
Mr. Richard K. Morris 
Assistant Professor of 
Education 
Trinity College 
Hartford 6, Conn. 
Sister Mary Cephas 
Registrar 
'l'rini ty College 
Burlington, Vermont 
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~ c. Burleigh Wellington 
Director of Student Teaching 
Tufts University including 
Jackson College 
Medfor~ 66, Mass. 
Jlr. Sylvester H. Bingham 
Chairman of English Department 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, Now Hampshire 
Mr. Frank M. Peltin 
Chairman of Education 
Department 
University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, Rhode Island 
Miss Evelyn I. Btpming 
Associate Professor and 
Head of the Department 
of Psychology and 
Education 
Wheaton College 
lorton, Massachusetts 
Dr, M. Agnella Gunn 
Professor of English 
Education 
Boston University School 
of Education 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Schools of Education (continued) 
Dr .• Leonard J. Savignano 
Director of Student Teaching 
College of Education 
Northeastern University 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Mr. Carroll w. Palmer 
Supervisor of Secondary Student 
•reaching 
College of Education 
University of Bridgeport 
Bridgeport 4, Connecticut 
Dean P. Roy Brammell 
School ot Education 
University of Connecticut 
Storrs, Connecticut 
T'aachers Colleges 
President Clement c. Maxwell 
Bridgewater State Teachers 
College 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
Dean Helen B. Rosa 
Fitchburg State Teachers 
College 
Fitchburg, Mass. 
Dr. Charles B. Kinney 
Dean of Instruction 
Plymouth Teachers College 
Plymouth, New Hampshire 
Miss Mary M. Lee 
Director of Training 
Rhode Island College of 
Education 
Providence, Rhode Island 
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Dr. Roland Carpenter 
Director of Student Teaching 
University of Maine 
Orono, Maine 
Dean Albert w. Purvis 
School of Education 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
Dean Thomas C. King 
School ot Education 
University of Vermont 
Burlington, Vt. 
Jl'r. Richari H. Congdon 
B1reotor of Student 
Teaching 
Keene Teachers College 
Keene, New Hampshire 
Dr. Mary E. Fowler 
Associate Professor of 
English 
Teachers College of 
Connecticut 
New Britain, Connecticut 
Dr. Mary M. Jones 
Professor of English and 
Education 
Salem State Teachers College 
Salem, Massachusetts 
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